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understand and map the dynamic ways in which collections and their users can be made easily accessible. The development of audience-focused strategies for collections has led to increased engagement with library users, which has, as a result, transformed our professional practices, attitudes and offerings. Our collections now form the basis of innovative partnerships and play a key role in the academic lifecycle and knowledge creation process, while the digital era offers possibilities for wider visibility and impact.

Academic libraries are the juncture through which a wide number of conflicting, complex and collective interests are harmonized, arbitrated and realized. As such, we may be best placed to examine not only how innovative thinking and practices are reshaping librarianship and our role in driving this forward, but also to reflect more critically on the ethical, philosophical, political, and practical challenges that surface.

The scope of the conference includes, but is not limited to the following topics:

- Reshaping of Librarianship
- Managing Modern Libraries: Innovations and Transformations
- Best Practices in Library Resources and Services
- Case Studies of Resources and Services
- Different Aspects of Research Innovation
- Managing e-Contents
- Digital Content Creation, Preservation and Delivery
- Resources Sharing
- Metric Study
- User Study

The International Conference on Reshaping Librarianship: Innovations and Transformations (ICRLIT-2019) brings together library and other professionals from across disciplines. The library has subscriptions to 147 National and International journals and seven disciplines. The library has subscriptions to 147 National and International journals and seven disciplines.
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